1992 in Hong Kong, with ceiling fans and decorative lighting
The Golden Age of British Hotels

Derek Taylor & David Bush

1974 famous hotels including diagram of a hand-operated rope lift
1989 original bathroom photos
An illustrated history of
BRITISH RAILWAY HOTELS
1838-1985

Oliver Carter

1990
1993 includes well-known hotels of that era: Stardust, Circus Circus, Caesars Palace, Flamingo, etc
A test made on Saturday the 7th September, 1903, showed that our Ventilating Apparatus was delivering SIX MILLION CUBIC FEET OF AIR PER HOUR into the Hotel, which means that with air at 62° Fahr., = 203 TONS WEIGHT.
ST. PANCRAS CHAMBERS

formerly

THE MIDLAND GRAND HOTEL

1995 Original photos and refurbishment
1978 features Holiday Inn, Slough & Overseas Hotels
1984 Detailed coverage of early European Grand Hotels
Undated: Detailed Coverage of famous Middle & Far East Hotels
Including Shepheard’s, of Cairo, Peninsula in Hong Kong, Imperial in Tokyo,
Oriental in Bangkok & Raffles in Singapore
1996 includes section "Skyscraper Hotels"
1995 Features 37 hotels
NEW YORK 1930
ARCHITECTURE AND URBANISM BETWEEN THE TWO WORLD WARS
ROBERT A. M. STERN - GREGORY GILMARTIN - THOMAS MELLINS
RIZZOLI

1987 with Section on Hotels
New York 1960
Architecture and Urbanism Between the Second World War and the Bicentennial
Robert A. M. Stern
Thomas Mellits
David Fishman

1997 features 14 hotels